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STARSMASSIVE

Massive stars live their 
lives rapidly

About ~ 107 years

Most of their mass will 
return to the ISM

Strong winds via different 
phases

After the supernova explosion, 85% 
of their material is returned

RSG, LBV & WR
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PHASELBV & WR

RSG & LBV winds are dense

The objective of this project
Get to know how massive stars 
evolve at the end (pre-supernova) of 
their life

What’s the role of each phase ?
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WR winds are fast and eventually 
catch up with the previous ejections 
and interact with them. 

Conti Scenario



WR124M1-67

First object to analyse
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You never forget your first time !

11 arcmin

11 arcmin

Formed by the ejection by WR124 

(WN 8h)

Previously in LBV stage

Runaway star (~180 km/s)



WR124M1-67 3

Previously in LBV stage

Runaway star (~180 km/s)

Enhanced in Nitrogen & Helium

Bubble blown within a bow shock

Clumpy nebula

First object to analyse
You never forget your first time !

2 arcmin

WNh 8

Formed by the ejection by WR124 

(WN 8h)



WR124M1-67 3

Enhanced in Nitrogen & Helium

Bubble blown within a bow shock

Clumpy nebula

First object to analyse
You never forget your first time !

2 arcmin

First paper !!! 
Yeah !

Previously in LBV stage

Runaway star (~180 km/s)

Formed by the ejection by WR124 

(WN 8h)



BIPOLARITYM1-67

Our most interesting result
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[N
II] λ6584 / H

α
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BIPOLARITY

The [NII]/Hα ratio is 
clearly different in 

orthogonal directions.

Bipolar ejection is 
common in the LBV 

phase.

1

2

3

1

23

Wavenumber [cm-1]

This means that the fitting engine 

ORCS was used to fitted the lines.

M1-67



WR136NGC 6888 6

About 12’ x 18’

Previously in RSG phase

Formed by WR136 

(WN6)

Enhanced in Nitrogen & Helium

Extended nebula

Filamentary nebula



RATIO MAPS
NGC 6888

[NII]λ6584 / Hα
What about Nitrogen ?

SNR = 5

This ratio map is useful to derive 
the overall Nitrogen enhancement, 
which would be given by :

Nitrogen & Oxygen abundances 
are modified by the CNO cycle.
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12 + log(N+/H+) = log
I(6548 + 6584)

I(Hβ)

+6.273 +
0.894

+ 0.592 logte
te



+6.273 +
0.894

+ 0.592 log

[OIII]λ5007 / Hα

SNR = 5

RATIO MAPS
What about Oxygen ?

[OIII]/Ha is stronger at the edges of 
the nebula…

NGC 6888

Temperature is really important to 
get access to this information …
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12 + log(O2+/H+) = log
I(4959 + 5007)

I(Hβ)

+6.144 +
1.251

− 0.550 logte
te



WEAK LINES

Hβ

Ηγ

Ηδ
Ηε [NeIII]λ3869

HeI λ4471

[OIII]λ4363

Let’s see each line with his spatial distribution !

Some lines are so weak that they’ve 
never been mapped… until now !

First time mapped
!

C1 data cube [385 to 590 nm]

NGC 6888 9
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WEAK LINES

Hβ

Ηγ

Ηδ
Ηε [NeIII]λ3869

HeI λ4471

[OIII]λ4363

[NeIII]λ3869

NGC 6888

First map of this line …
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WEAK LINES

Hβ

Ηγ

Ηδ
Ηε [NeIII]λ3869

HeI λ4471

[OIII]λ4363

HeIλ4471

C1 data cube [385 to 590 nm]

NGC 6888
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WEAK LINES

Hβ

Ηγ

Ηδ
Ηε [NeIII]λ3869

HeI λ4471

[OIII]λ4363

[OIII]λ4363

C1 data cube [385 to 590 nm]

NGC 6888
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WEAK LINES

[NII]λ5755

C2 data cube [562 to 625 nm]

NGC 6888



TEMPERATURE
NGC 6888

To obtain the temperature and density, some 
lines are more important than others …

Those lines are weak, but as we previously saw, 
we were able to detect them with SITELLE.
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[OIII] [NII] 

RN2 = [I(6548) + I(6584)]/I(5755)RO3 = [I(4959) + I(5007)]/I(4363)

te([OIII]) = 0.8254 − 0.0002415 +
47.77RO3 RO3

te([NII]) = 0.537 + 0.000253 +
42.13RN2
RN2



TEMPERATURE
NGC 6888

Preliminary results about the electronic 
temperature and density
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1

2

3

PyNeb is the best 
tool to obtain 
iteratively the 

density and 
temperature

Te([OIII])  

ne

1 2 3

7070

180

7700

220

6650

280

The objective then is to 
obtain a temperature map 
for this nebula!

Te([NII])  

67008220



OTHER MAPS
NGC 6888

Velocity map (Hα)

16

Velocity [km/s]

Velocity dispersion (σ)



OTHER MAPS
NGC 6888

Velocity map (Hα)

Velocity [km/s]

Velocity dispersion (σ)
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OTHER MAPS
NGC 6888

Velocity [km/s]

Velocity map (Hα) Velocity dispersion (σ)
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WR7NGC 2359 NGC 2359 17



WR7NGC 2359 

Really a ring nebula ?
Not as sure as it appears …

WR7 (WN4 b) might be born  or give 

birth to this nebula

Origin still debated

WR nebula or cloud-cloud 

collision

Preliminary results… 
more to come !
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This image is currently competing in a 
scientific picture contest.

visit the website to vote 
for your favorite  

 (our image of course) !



Line maps
Hint for the cloud-cloud scenario ?

LINE MAPS
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Hα [NII]6584 [SII]6731

Spectra of the yellow circle

NGC 2359 
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